Future 
Characteristics
Dielectric accelerator structure
•~ 1 J/cm 2 damage threshold with ultra-short near IR lasers
• with 100 fsec pulses peak fields of 10 GV/m possible
• a 1 GeV/m gradient structure is possible 1
Crossing laser beams in vacuum
• Longitudinal electric field of the laser pattern responsible for particle acceleration Y.C. Huang, et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. 68 (6) (1996) 753.
The acceleration is linear
• we are interested in a linear acceleration process G~ E || Stuart, et. al,, Phys Rev. Lett. Vol 74, No 12 p. 2248 (1995 laser beams dielectric material electron beam conceptual idea laser damage threshold proposed 1 GeV/m structure We expect to observe a broadening of the initial energy spread of the electron beam that is related to the modulation strength of the laser
Data acquisition

Data was taken as laser time scans
• timing of laser shots scanned over a 20-30 psec timing window
• laser was randomly toggled on and off
• we look for changes of the energy width between laser-on and laser-off data See publication by B. Cowan, "Photonic Crystal Laser-Driven Accelerator Structures"
Summary
• we have laser-accelerated electrons in vacuum
• the effect is consistent with laser driven particle acceleration in vacuum
It follows the Lawson-Woodward theorem
• with the successful IFEL operation we have already started phase II of E-163
The laser wavelength was in the visible This was an energy-modulation experiment We employed a disposable boundary
The results from the IFEL alone are new 
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Summary of Work
We have focused on micromachining techniques on silicon and have begun exploring ceramic materials as components for laser driven particle accelerator structures. In addition, we have carried out studies on radiation sensitivity of various candidate materials. *E. Colby, G. Lum, T. Plettner, J. Spencer, "Gamma Radiation Studies on Optical Materials", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. Vol. 49, No. 6, p. 2857 -2867 (2002 Advantages of Si 
